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kitchen: to keep this room as neutral and traditional as possible, i simply replaced all of the
objects in the kitchen. nothing fancy here. the only change i made was to remove the pre-built

cabinets from the walls and replace them with a pair of pre-built melamine wall cabinets.
bathrooms: the bathroom theme had me make a couple of changes to the room. i replaced the

comforter on the linoleum floor with a 4x4 super woven pattern, which looked really nice with the
matching gobo "pillowy clouds" bathtub. garage: this room didn't come with any pre-built

objects, so i had to create everything from scratch. to create the garage door, i first replaced the
old garage door with one of my own choosing. i also added a garage door opener, which was

possible thanks to the addition of two new objects: the garage door opener object and a garage
door pickup truck object. i also added a pair of carbon fiber carport caddies to each side of the

carport. hallway: the last room i remodeled was the hallway, which i wanted to make really
snazzy. the first thing i did was replace the generic white door with a super woven door. i also

replaced the light fixture and added a recessed light. finally, i replaced the plain tile floor with a
zig-zag tile, which creates a nice, clean impression of a wood flooring. sim extras: it may be

obvious from the names of the new career tracks, but all of the objects available for each of the
new careers are for your sims' little family members. because the female sim tends to wear

oversized clothing, i had to add a new object to give her the ability to wear a sauna. for a teen
boy, i added a large picture frame because he likes to hang his pictures on walls and windows.
the larger sized objects are needed in most cases, since you can only have one child under the

age of 12 in each household, and the child “grows” to adulthood.
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